Abstract. We discuss rationales for kinetic descriptions of traffic dynamics and present a class of new models of VlasovFokker-Planck type. These models incorporate (nonlocal and time-delayed) braking and acceleration terms which are consistent with realistic time scales. Correlation assumptions are made such that braking and acceleration terms depend only on macroscopic densities and the relative speeds with respect to the average speed; the braking term includes lane change probabilities, and reasonable assumptions on the dependencies of these probabilities on the traffic situation lead to multivalued fundamental diagrams, consistent with traffic observations.
INTRODUCTION
The use of kinetic models for traffic dynamics is controversial because of the arising scales and the interpretative difficulties. It is clear that kinetic predictions in traffic flow can only be interpreted statistically: how else can one reasonably talk about "the number of cars at location x moving at speeds within ¢ v 1 £ v 2¤ ?" For traffic on one-lane roads, where passing is impossible, it may well be true that microscopic models (each car is described by a delay-differential equation, with a coupling term) or macroscopic equations of conservation type are sufficient for realistic predictions.
We give two reasons for the use of kinetic models in multi-lane scenarios: 1) They offer great flexibility and convenience in the incorporation of hypotheses regarding driver behaviour, and 2) They are natural stepping stones in the derivation of macroscopic models. As a possible third reason one can point out that for traffic flow kinetic models are also feasible for numerical purposes, because position and speed are just one-dimensional variables.
The first kinetic model for traffic flow was suggested by Prigogine and Herman [1] , followed several years later by a model proposed by Paveri-Fontana [2] . More recently, Klar and Wegener [3, 4, 5, 6] have introduced kinetic equations of Enskog type for multilane traffic. In the present article we report about a very recent approach to simulate multilane traffic by coupled equations of Vlasov-Fokker-Planck type. These models were introduced in order to resolve scaling difficulties present in Enskog-and other Boltzmann-type models discussed below. In Section 2 we present the new models, formulated for two-lane traffic. The equations include braking and acceleration terms with appropriate nonlocalities and time delays; the braking terms include the lane change probabilities which should depend on the traffic state ahead of the driver (on the same lane) and on the neighbouring lane.
Mathematical models of multilane traffic flow should have a number of properties, some intrinsic in the modeling process, some displayed in the solution patterns predicted by the model. We suggest the following list of basic properties.
1. The scales used in the model for independent and dependent variables, such as position, speed, acceleration, vehicle density and flux, should be realistic and be at realistic ratios. 2. The model should allow trivial equilibria f
where C denotes an interaction operator of Boltzmann-Enskog type, with appropriate nonlocalities. As shown in [12] these models may be refined to have properties 2-4. Unfortunately, as pointed out recently in [13] , they violate property 1: In every model of type (1) where C ¥ f ¦ is a "collection" (interaction) operator of Boltzmann, Enskog or neutron transport type, one implicitly assumes that the interaction itself, and the velocity adjustment of the following car are instantaneous. This assumption is acceptable for microscopic particles like atoms or electrons, but it is not true for vehicles, where a braking or acceleration time in typical density is of the same order of magnitude as the "free driving time" in between interactions.
It has therefore been suggested in [13] that kinetic traffic models which possess property 1 should be of VlasovFokker-Planck type; in such equations, the "force" terms are scalable and speed-dependent. Uncertainty in driver behaviour should give rise to diffusion terms.
THE VLASOV-FOKKER-PLANCK MODELS
We consider 2-lane traffic, where the traffic lanes are labeled 1 or 2, respectively. The kinetic traffic density on lane i at location x and time t will be f i 
Here, B i
and p i stand for the braking/acceleration force, the diffusion coefficient and the lane changing rate(s), respectively. The details of the model are contained in the dependencies which we will assume for these quantities.
First we remark that it would be desirable to produce a (more) rigorous derivation from first principles, i.e., a derivation of (2) from an N-car Liouville equation and hierarchy equations. The problem with this is that one needs to postulate interaction rules between drivers (cars) in any case, and empirical input is unavoidable at that level. Secondly, any attempt of deriving (2) via hierarchy equations will at some point reach the difficulty of expressing many-car distribution densities in terms of the one-car density f i £ and at that point one has to make "reasonable" correlation assumptions; it is clear that the usual hypothesis of molecular ("vehicular") chaos cannot be used in the present case and must be corrected with correlation factors (see [4, 12] for examples on this), which will again incorporate empirical observations.
In view of these difficulties we base our assumptions on B i £ D i and p i on empirical guidelines. We let ourselves be guided by the properties 1-4 listed in the introduction. When there is no danger of confusion we will sometimes omit the index i.
Lane change probabilities and passing rates

Dimensional considerations suggest taking
where j i is the flux in the ith lane and
is a (dimensionless) lane changing probability. The dependencies of P i will be discussed below.
Our In the braking scenario the driver will be motivated for change lanes, and we will assign a lane change probability P i in this case. For acceleration scenarios we shall set P i 7 0% After these preparations we are finally ready to suggest dependencies for the braking/acceleration term.
The braking/acceleration terms
Definition.
Remarks. First we observe that B i vanishes of quadratic order in (3) is just the simplest of many possible guesses.
The (crucial) dependencies of P i are discussed below. If, as stated, P i is the lane changing probability, then 1 P i is the braking probability.
Diffusion
The diffusion coefficient D will also be set to depend on the relative speeds of a driver, the macroscopic density and the average speed. Specifically, we assume that there is a smooth function σ
0 is a parameter. In equations (2), we take (4) . The key idea is that D i is "generated" by the inability (or uncertainty) of a driver to estimate relative speeds with accuracy, except when such relative speeds are 0. As a first guess we set the diffusion coefficient proportional to a power of the relative speed.
As for σ 
Lane change probabilities
The probabilities P i £ are only meaningful on multi-lane highways, but their impact on the fundamental diagram is significant. As stated before, we set P i § 0 in acceleration scenarios. In braking scenarios v We will refrain from spelling out these possible dependencies in terms of formulas, though this has to be done for full traffic simulation. In a (fictitious) spatially homogeneous situation where the traffic flow is lane-and spaceindependent, P will depend only on v u £ u £ and ρ% A simple example for this was considered in [13] :
Here, P is taken as a simple power 
COMPUTING FUNDAMENTAL DIAGRAMS
We first consider the spatially homogeneous case for (2) 
In this situation the spatial nonlocalities disappear. The time lag due to the reaction time τ remains, but we will set τ § 0 for the remainder of this paper (this is not justified; we do it only for convenience. The dependence of solutions on τ £ in particular the stability of steady solutions as τ varies, is a very interesting question worthy of investigation). We arrive at a nonlinear drift-diffusion equation
where u
and we assume the normalization
This is consistent if we assume in addition zero flux boundary conditions
It is evident that ρ is then an invariant (and it is in general the only invariant of (3.1)). In the steady case (8) 
subject to the normalization of [13] . As an additional constraint on the solutions of (9) one may impose continuity at v § u £ thus producing a continuous equilibrium "candidate" with P given by (5) . Up to a normalizing constant this solution is 
must be satisfied, and for the example given in (10), the integral
u¦ , computable explicitly in terms of exponentials and integrals of exponentials (see [13] for explicit formulas). Elementary arguments prove that for any ρ The most remarkable fact about this diagram is that it is multivalued in a reasonable density interval; specifically, it is three-valued even for the simplistic passing probability P which we used.
On the complexity of equilibria solutions
We insisted on computing equilibria which are continuous at v § u% A possible justification for this could be a "residual" diffusion as drivers assume speed u (after braking or accelerating) with a likely "overshoot," i.e., a driver may brake below u or accelerate above u% We have not included such residual diffusion in the present model; it would eliminate the trivial equilibria.
If for the fundamental diagram, more than appear reasonable or realistic. The "residual" diffusion alluded to earlier, no matter how small, therefore becomes appealing, and the ensuing continuity of f becomes compelling.
ZERO PASSING PROBABILITY AND THE MAXWELLIAN EXAMPLE
The cause for the bifurcation leading to multivalued fundamental diagrams is the dependence of P on u and v u. To demonstrate this we will study the (much simpler) case where P § 0 (no passing), and where
We call this the "asymmetric Maxwellian" case. c 0 should be thought of as the quotient between C B and C A . Clearly (12) determines B and D only up to a common factor g (which may depend on the independent and dependent variables), but the equilibria depend only on 
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have presented a system of Vlasov-Fokker-Planck type equations with empirical input functions modelling driver acceleration/braking, diffusion based on uncertainty and lane-changing/braking probabilities. Fairly simple assumptions regarding the dependencies of these quantities produce multi-valued fundamental diagrams. We demonstrated that the dependencies of the lane-changing probabilities are crucial for this property.
The new model offers itself to a multitude of analytical and numerical investigations. First, the multi-valued fundamental diagrams and density fluctuations on the highway should conspire to produce stop-and-go traffic, similar to the explanation given in [12] ; numerical experiments to this end are in progress. Second, the spatially homogeneous equation This scenario raises questions of stability of equilibria, existence of traffic entropy functionals, and qualitative behavior of time-dependent solutions. Work on all of these questions is in progress.
